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Quenby
Hello and welcome to Desert Island Dildos, your friendly neighbourhood podcast all
about sex and sexuality. With me today is Charlie. Explain yourself. Why you here?

Charlie
Aha I'm not sure if there is an explanation for me. I am Charlie. I'm a trans non
binary, queer, author and editor, and all around, dork. I'm here, mostly because I'm
monster fucker and proud of it.

Quenby
Thank you for those who aren't familiar with our shameless Twitter flirtation. Charlie
is also a queer platonic, or romantic, or sexual person that I flirt with a lot on my
personal Twitter. They are my artistic muse. And I have recently been nominated for
award for smut I wrote mostly to call them out so we have a relationship which is
very hard to explain to straight people.

Charlie
We adore one another.

Quenby
So I'm very excited to talk about monster fucking with you today. First of all, what
about it appeals to you? Why are you a monster fucke?.

Charlie
Well, there's the sex. When you're talking about monster fucking you're talking about
sex with no limits, it's fantasy sex, it's sex with your imagination. You just, you get to
explore the boundaries of things that you literally could not otherwise. Who wouldn't
be excited for that as far as I'm concerned, other than you know people who are
scared of monsters I guess. For me too there's a big, there's a big aspect of
escapism, with it. Monsters and fantasy creatures. All of that is like, just so far

beyond the limits of like gender and sexuality and like even bodies, as we know
them. And then in those fantasies so are you. That's the ultimate appeal of it all for
me. Just getting to like, leave all that nonsense behind, and just like go enjoy the
sex.

Quenby
Those are all really good points, I will add as a writer. Part of the appeal is I don't
need to worry about the logistics for sex so much if it's like monsters. I don't need to
like keep track of how many limbs are in play, because if it's an Eldritch Horror with
tentacles to spare. Who knows or cares how many tentacles are groping or fondling
or fucking at any one time, there's tentacles to spare.

Charlie
Yeah

Quenby
I'm a, I'm a communist. Tentacles for everyone.

Charlie
Yeah, it is it's really nice when I'm editing for romance authors who are writing with
humans, I have to be really really mindful of like this specifics that they're writing, be
aware of like contraceptives and I have to be aware of, like, what parts are going
where and what's lubricated at all times, and when I'm doing, people who are writing
monsters and like that doesn't, matter they can make it up, nobody cares, nobody
knows.

Quenby
Yeah, you don't need to be like, okay, but you said she had a long day. Do you think
she could really maintain a 23 minute pounding without getting serious leg cramp, I
mean, come on.

Charlie
Yeah, yeah, we can we can make it all up it's great. Great.

Quenby
So kind of like drawing on that a little bit, I think there can be kind of like a monster
fucking spectrum so kind of like on one end, you've got humans but they're blue, kind
of any sci fi movie where the aliens are just humans painted green or like Avatar,
maybe a little bit further along, they're mostly blue humans but there's some there's
some more non human elements and then like, on the far end, you've got an orb of
pure essence or this is the space ooz, it wants to get inside you, I guess, where do
you have thoughts on this and where do you fall on that scale?

Charlie
I like to think I you know I will dance along the spectrum. I do have, I have some
limits, I will draw the line at like, if it's going to kill me as part of the experience, you
know, I'm, I'm, I'm probably gonna bow out, that's sort of like my, my hard limit, not
into like the murderous. The ooze. I'm definitely less interested in, I'm more into
appendages than say like an ooze or a slime. So that's probably the end of the
spectrum that I'm not going to venture toward. But then, you know, even as I'm
saying that I'm like, Honestly, if it was a really charming ooze I could probably be
convinced.

Quenby
If it bubbles very suggestively at you.

Charlie
Yes, yes if it's the right ooze. I mean it can take me home, like, really, I'm not you
know, I'm not too picky. And as far as like, there was that on Twitter, there was that
like Monster fucker bingo that went around, there was like horns, too many eyes,
tails, claws and I'm like check yes please go, all of them. Yeah, all of that I'm like
sign me up. I'm good with all of that stuff.

Quenby
While we're talking about, which monsters you find fuckable are there any monsters
which you particularly want to fuck?

Charlie
Okay, if we do not find aliens soon. I'm gonna have a problem. I need, I need some
aliens. Mass Effect just put out their legendary edition so it's on my mind, and, and
the Pentagon just admitted that they found UFOs so like stuff is happening. And I, I
need aliens. Okay, so that's, that's my number one monster in general right now I

don't even care what they look like you know what even if they're ooze sign me up, I
have to know what's out there, and I have to sleep with it.

Quenby
Do you, do you think, NASA will allow that in the first contact situation?

Charlie
I would really like NASA to try to stop me. That's where I am right now, that's my
mindset at this point, it's been a really long time. I would like them to stop me. Yeah,
so aliens and outside of aliens: demons, dragons, werewolves will always have a
huge place in my heart, so there is a list for once we once we get our first contact
with aliens done I have a list.

Quenby
I've actually been rewatching- sorry you're in the US, I don't know how many of us is
Doctor Who do you know.

Charlie
Yes, of course, yeah

Quenby
Yeah, I was watching, and I was like, I mean putting aside that you know, it's a kid
show so wouldn't it be appropriate. They are fucking cowards that they've never had
a companion who's just really into all of aliens. I mean, they had Captain Jack. But
Captain Jack was like he'd vaguely flirt with everyone. But then he only actually
showed much interested in like humans or, you know, people who look like, I want to
see him make out with a Ood

Charlie
We missed too many opportunities on all the like, showss that touch on the
supernatural like come on, you know you want to know what the monster fucking is
like just just show us you cowards. Come on.

Quenby
I watched Farscape, it's like an old TV show which my fiance, introduced me to,
because it was lockdown, what else are you gonna do? And that that does have a
certain amount of monster fucking, including like one of the characters is like
technically a plant, there's an episode where she gets caught out in like, really strong
solar radiation, and basically spends the entire episode just continuously orgasming.

Charlie
Oh That's not a bad day is it?

Quenby
I'm trying to think, is there much monster fucking in Star Trek?

Charlie
I feel like not enough? I don't know that I would classify them as monsters at that
point? like they're not, they're almost like too familiar, they become like not the
unknown anymore. I think you need that like, unknown scary aspect, or at least I do.

Quenby
I guess it sort of feeds back into what you were saying about escapism and like
there's no rules, but like, once you've got say the Klingons which have like a very
well defined culture, you maybe lose some of that escapism because you know that
it's very well established who they are, what they're about how their bodies work so
you maybe lose a little bit of that freedom.

Charlie
Yeah, yeah, I think you could have a Klingon be like your boy next door, and then
you lose like that, the mystery that there is with total like Monster fucking no holds
barred

Quenby
Because canonically in Star Trek Klingon sex is very violent.

Charlie
Oh I do like that

Quenby
It's very much like getting punched in the face and you're like, "excellent foreplay". I
came across the idea of like the Klingon version of BDSM is like really soft, gentle
cuddly, sex, and they're like "nobody ends up with- there's no blood, nobody gets a
broken nose? How does the sex even work? Why would you be into that?" Which I
just thought it was a really cute idea of just

Charlie
I love that

Quenby
The forbidden, exotic thing in Klingon culture of being just cute cuddly vanilla sex.

Charlie
That's adorable. I love that. I want to write that- wait now I'm writing that down.

Quenby
So one idea I've come across around monster fucking is that, it is, I think, to a
degree there is a way that it seems to be more commonly represented amongst
queer people, like I think there is a degree to which monster fucking is a queer thing.
And like an idea I saw around this was the monster fucking is loving and fucking the
unknown the unloved the outcast. I am the monster. I am the thing which you know,
wider society has said, you should not touch, you should not love, you should
exclude. Hello, I am the monster. I also want to fuck the monster. Do you have
thoughts around that?

Charlie
Yeah, absolutely. I mean I agree with it, I think, I certainly feel that way, that that's a
big part of that escapism that I feel with it. I don't have those limits that we were
talking about that I'm kind of confined to here, you know, with, with society and with
society that I have these confusions and these these confinements. I can lose all of
that in monster fucking fantasies and a big piece of that comes from knowing that
when I'm in this world, when I'm in the real world when I'm not writing these
fantasies, I am the thing that people aren't supposed to touch and love, and, and
hold and want to fuck. And then in these fantasies I can be. I can be that monster
like you said, there is that there's that escapism and I absolutely think that that's a

big part of why monster fucking appeals to queers in general, and probably why it
appeals to trans people specifically from what I from what I've found. I think there's I
think there's a kinship there that we can find in monsters and in body horror. I'm you
know I think that's a good thing, I think it's, I think for us, that gives us a way to
explore that self love, we can say yeah that's a monster and I think that's fucking hot.
And I want to fuck it, and then get a chance to be like, Yeah, okay, that was me. And
I think I'm hot. And I'm fuckable, and I think we don't, we don't get a lot of those
opportunities yet in greater society, you know, there's very few places where we're
allowed to say those things and genuinely feel safe about it. So if we can get them in
our writing and in our monster fucking fantasies. Hell yeah, more power to us, I think,
I think more queers get benefit from writing up these fantasies,

Quenby
I think was definitely a degree to which I use my erotica to have some of that
escapism to, you know, imagine what would it feel like to have a cunt, what would it
feel like to be fucked in it, what would it feel like for someone to tease my clit, and
like my relationship with my body, it's complicated, I don't generally have like "I hate
my body it's wrong it's the wrong body", I don't really have that narrative. I don't think
really makes sense for me. And I think, you know, the prevalence of that narrative is
in itself very damaging, but like erotica gives me like a free space to explore like,
what would it be like if this was different. And also, like, as a non binary person. I
don't think I would be any happier if I had a cunt. I mean sometimes it might feel
more natural. but like, it's still not, you know, the missing piece. So what I love about
monster fucking is, I'm not bound by, you know the limits of medical science as it
currently exists. like if I want, you know, shape changing genitals or if I want like you
know, interchangeable ones so I can be like, have a shelf with all of my genital
configurations on it and be like. What do I want today. Today I'll have a deck. Today
I'll have a vagina. Today I'll have a gaping chasm, into which lost souls are thrown.
Today I'll have a gentacle. I love having that space to explore and imagine, imagine
trans bodies which are, you know, strictly bound to realism,

Charlie
I think, obviously, there are cis people who can write monster fucking erotica, for
sure, and who can explore these same things but I, I don't think they're getting the
same thing out of it that we are in that exploration. In that sense of like, I don't
actually have to be in this body right now, that, that just utter like relief there is there
sometimes there's like this euphoria that I can get from writing a story when I'm in a
body that's not mine, because of the specific erotica, that I'm writing, and I'm like you
said, I don't even know that I want to change my body. At the moment I have no
intentions of transitioning I'm non binary and I'm, I'm, I'm good, mostly in the body
that I'm in, I have a similar sort of agreement with my body as you do. We get along
for the most part, but it lets me explore and escape, and I do I get I get a euphoria,
from it. And with monsters, I can explore in a totally different way. I'm not bound by

any sort of restriction that I would be in in real world terms or real world bodies. It's
totally limitless, which is just so exciting when there are so many limits already
placed on your body and your sexuality and your gender and everything else you
know it's it's just a new level, you know when you're already queer you're already
trans, to be able to escape that way.

Quenby
I feel like it sometimes has a bit of, you know what, I can't win playing by your rules
so fuck everything.

Charlie
Yeah,

Quenby
I'm not only not gonna play by your rules around gender, I'm not gonna play by the
laws of physics. That's how much of a fuck you this is.

Charlie
That's, yeah, that's exactly what it is at times like. I think in big part like I'll find that
I'm writing my like most wild monster fucking pieces when I'm like, most angry at
what the world is doing to trans people and to trans youth, like you can't you can't
bind me to anything I will do whatever I want with this body on these pages with
these monsters.

Quenby
So I think we've established by now. You are a inveterate monster fucker. If other
people want to explore this. Do you have any recommendations for where they can
start?

Charlie
I mean, just start writing about it is a good place. There's really no limits, doing a little
research is always a good idea, get on Google, find a monster or a monster type that
turns you on, you can honestly just Google monsters - dive into Wikipedia, there's a
ton out there. Search the images find what you like. If you get on to Twitter, there's a
huge community of people who like this stuff, and who want to talk about it, and you'll
learn a ton from us and like those terms that you're hearing us use. You'll, you'll
figure out what those mean and then you can learn more about them and then you

can write more about them, and you'll be able to explore it that way. You know, I also
don't think people should fear exploring through sex toys. I think exploring that with
yourself, is always a good thing anyway, being open to exploring sex with yourself
and being sexual with your partners is always, always a good idea. But there are,
there are a bunch of sites and shops out there that sell sex toys that are like Monster
shaped and Monster themed bad dragon is one of my favourites, I'm pretty sure you
can even get them like on Etsy now. Have fun with your fantasies!

Quenby
The only thing I would add is if you do get one. If you do explore it through monster
sex toys, take the time to Google who's making it, it's worth investing a good quality
one. I can guarantee you that the £20 you might save by getting a cheap one is not
worth infections.

Charlie
That's true. Also, do your research on sex toys. If this is your first sex toy, do your
research there to start, start Googling on that start with some sex blogs.

Quenby
Also if you're, if this is your first sex toy. Just, just be aware that monster toys.

Charlie
They're big

Quenby
Tend towards the large side. Don't let your eyes be bigger than your anus.

Charlie
Yeah, please don't hurt yourself. Oh God.

Quenby
If you see one being advertised and think it can't actually be that big. It's that big.

Charlie
Yeah. Bad Dragon uses of soda can, and I saw a comment on Twitter which was like
are they serious about the soda can. People were like God yes they're serious
please don't purchase that if you if you have to ask my question.

Quenby
Is there anything else you'd like to say, around monster fucking?

Charlie
I think it's especially important to remember not to have any shame about anything
that you want to explore, or that you want to fuck, especially when we're talking
about explorations, and when we're talking about your fantasies. There is no shame
in monster fucking or in anything else fucking, as long as it is consensual and legal
and fun for everybody involved,

Quenby
Depending on local laws, sometimes when it's not legal, it depends what's illegal.
Risk aware consensual kink is what I always come back.

Charlie
I like that Risk Aware Consensual Kink, focus on that.

Quenby
Thank you so much for coming on to talk about monster fucking, it has been
absolutely wonderful having you on the podcast and I'm not just saying that because
I've got a massive crush on you

Charlie
Thank you for having me. It's been a blast. I really love this.

Quenby
Before you go, I'm gonna ask the question I asked everyone who comes on the
podcast. If you were stuck on a desert island, you have an electricity generator to
power, anything you bring with you. Plenty of lube and condoms, something to keep

the sand out of the lube and condoms, what sex toy would you like to be stuck there
with and why?

Charlie
After the way you have teased me. I am prepared to be judged for this, but I have a
dildo called Nova, that I got from- I didn't name it that that is what Bad Dragon calls it
that on their website. It is what I have modelled Garrus's cock off of in my fanfic. And
that is the sex tray I would happily get stuck on a desert island with

Quenby
For a moment I thought you were just gonna say that is the sex toy I would happily
get stuck on. You know what I said you have as much lube as you. There's no
excuse if you get stuck. It's important you stay hydrated in all of the ways.

Charlie
You know, as much as I enjoy it I don't think I want to get stuck. I gotta say it stops
being fun after a while

Quenby
I'm sure even you would get bored of it after six or seven months.

Charlie
Even I have limits

Quenby
Where can people follow you and find your work?

Charlie
I'm mostly causing trouble on Twitter, I am @CKnightwrites, that's the best place to
find me. My website is on there as well, along with all of my other stuff my Patreon,
all that is on there. If you're looking for my writing, which does include the
monsterfucking we mentioned, I'm on archive of our own as agaycabbage, Twitter's
definitely the best place love connecting with people so please come find me there,
and follow me. Say hi.

Quenby
Thank you so much for joining us, Charlie, you can find me @quenbycreatives on
social media, or at quenbycreatives.com. You can keep up with a podcast
@DIDildos on Twitter. If you've enjoyed yourself, recommend the podcast to a friend,
to your dog walker, to the mom in dog training but you made eye contact with and
you just thought that you know you're happy with your husband but Linda just speaks
to you and there's part of you that you've repressed to so many years and something
about her eyes just makes you want to reach out and caress her cheek, and explore
that thing which has been hidden for so long. Go on, do that. And recommend this
podcast to her. And rate us five stars, wherever you listen, thank you all for joining
us.

